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Structural disorder inherent to amorphous materials affords
them unique, tailorable properties desirable for diverse
applications, but our ability to exploit these phenomena is
limited by a lack of understanding of complex structure-
property relationships. Here we focus on nonlinear optical
absorption and derive a relationship between disorder and
the two-photon absorption (2PA) coefficient. We employ an
open-aperture Z-scan to measure the 2PA spectra of arsenic
(III) sulfide (As2S3) chalcogenide glass films processed with
two solvents that impart different levels of structural disor-
der. We find that the effect of solvent choice on 2PA depends
on the energy of the exciting photons and explain this as a
consequence of bonding disorder and electron state locali-
zation. Our results demonstrate how optical nonlinearities
in As2S3 can be enhanced through informed processing
and present a fundamental relationship between disorder
and 2PA for a generalized amorphous solid. © 2020 Optical
Society of America

https://doi.org/10.1364/OL.391197

The structural flexibility of glasses that arises from atomic
disorder enables unique physical phenomena like phonon
localization and aging [1,2]. But while glass properties have use
in everything from optics to art [3,4], their history-dependent
nature means they cannot be well-exploited without a deep
understanding of structure-property relationships. In this
Letter, we derive a functional relationship between a local dis-
order parameter, D, and the two-photon absorption (2PA)
coefficient, β, validating it successfully against experimental
data for arsenic (III) sulfide (As2S3) chalcogenide glass (ChG).
Our results offer a generalized model to connect this fundamen-
tal nonlinear optical property to the structure of any amorphous
semiconductor.

ChGs are photonic materials whose high optical nonlin-
earities are of great interest for all-optical systems [5–7], and
their ability to be solution processed offers a simple way to
alter the glass structure [8–10]. For instance, it has long been
hypothesized and recently demonstrated that As2S3 takes on
solvent-dependent nanostructures in solution: round clusters

in propylamine (PA) with high As–As bonding disorder and
long chains in ethylenediamine (EDA) with comparatively less
disorder [11–13]. We thus exploit the differences in these two
systems to establish a relationship between 2PA and disorder.

Samples for 2PA were prepared in a nitrogen atmosphere
glovebox to avoid oxidation and contamination. 0.4mol/Lsolv

solutions of As2S3 (Alfa Aesar 99.999%) in PA (Sigma-Aldrich
99.9%) and EDA (Fluka 99.5%) were left to dissolve for a week
before spin coating onto glass cover slips. Half of the films were
left to dry without further treatment (“as cast”), while half were
transferred to a vacuum oven and annealed for 1 h at 60◦C, then
7 h at 110◦C (“annealed”). Linear optical constants were deter-
mined by ultraviolet–visible (UV/Vis) spectroscopy [14,15],
and film thicknesses were measured by atomic force microscopy
of a scratched line. Open-aperture Z-scan was performed with
an amplified femtosecond laser and optical parametric amplifier,
producing 120 fs pulses at a 1 kHz repetition rate that were
spatially filtered to give a TEM00 Gaussian beam profile [16,17].
The use of femtosecond pulses avoids excited state effects
observed with longer pulses that can result in an overestimation
of β [17]. To further avoid unwanted effects, such as photosen-
sitivity [18], the input intensity was limited, and samples were
examined by microscopy and UV/Vis spectroscopy for changes.
At such intensities, effects related to the fifth-order susceptibility
are not achieved, and results correspond only to pure 2PA, as
determined by fitting the normalized transmittance curve to
the theoretical Z-scan equation to yield β at each wavelength
[16,17].

The resulting 2PA spectra for all samples are shown in Fig. 1
as a function of photon energy (E ) over bandgap (E g ); the
magnitudes are similar to literature [19–21]. Figure 1(a) shows
results for as-cast films spun from As2S3 in PA and EDA, and
Fig. 1(b) shows results for annealed films. It appears that the
relation between PA- and EDA-processed samples shows an
energy dependence, with EDA samples showing higher 2PA
coefficients at low excitation energies but not closer to E g . Since
energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDS) shown in Fig. 2
indicates similar, low amounts of residual solvent in all four
films, these differences in 2PA require a physical, not chemical,
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Fig. 1. 2PA coefficients for As2S3 processed in PA (blue circles) and
EDA (red triangles): (a) as-cast films and (b) annealed films.
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Fig. 2. EDS on films shows consistent elemental makeup with low
levels of residual solvent in each. From bottom to top, substrate alone
(gray), As2S3 in PA as cast and annealed (light and dark blue), and
As2S3 in EDA as cast and annealed (light and dark red). EDA films
were thinner than PA, resulting in higher substrate background.

explanation; this leads us to consider material structure and the
effects of local disorder.

Before analyzing disorder in the context of 2PA, we note how
it alters the electronic structure of a glass in general. Since glasses
lack the long range periodicity necessary to compute a band
structure, we use as a proxy the density of electronic states. It has
long been known that glasses display critical energies E c and
Ev in their conduction and valence states, respectively, between
which electron states are localized and outside of which they

are extended [22]. This localization is a byproduct of bonding
disorder in glasses and creates a “mobility gap” between E c and
Ev : an energetic region within which carrier mobility is limited
by state localization such that conduction will not occur. This
is analogous to a bandgap in a crystalline material, so we are
referring to it as E g in order to describe our system in traditional
semiconductor lexicon. For ChGs, there is believed to be a
continuum of localized states within this gap [23].

As a result of the critical energies, high and low energy pho-
tons incident on the glass may interact with electrons in states of
fundamentally different natures. In our case of 2PA, we expect
extended electron transitions to dominate whenever possible,
namely at high excitation energies (2E � E g ). However, at low
excitation energies (2E ≈ E g ), these transitions will become
energetically less feasible, leaving localized electron transitions
to take over. For this reason, we analyze our 2PA results in two
sections, beginning with the low energy (2E ≈ E g ) case.

For low excitation energies, we begin with a model proposed
by Brandi and Araújo that relates nonlinear absorption to mate-
rial parameters for a generalized solid semiconductor [24]. This
model is known to diverge from experimental results at higher
photon energies, as it fails to consider exciton effects, but it has
been successfully applied to crystalline systems like cadmium
sulfide and zinc oxide [24,25] when 2E is close to E g , as we are
requiring here. In this model,β takes the form

β =
25/2(2π)

3
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where material parameters are contained in the S2 term,
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E g and n0, the linear refractive index, are readily determined by
spectroscopy [14,15]. Hartree–Fock calculations for crys-
tals give one option for the momentum matrix element,
p2

vc = 3m2
0 E g /4µ, which has been used with good results in

the development of the β model in Eq. (1) [24]. Using this
approximation, we can simplify Eq. (2) to

S2
=

3µ3/2

4m2
e n2

0 E 5/2
g

. (3)

Since the reduced effective mass,µ, is defined by 1
µ
=

1
me
+

1
mh

,
this leaves me and mh , the electron and hole effective masses, as
the only unknown parameters. Thus, this choice of pvc allows
us to encapsulate the unique electronic structure of a glass fully
within the carrier effective masses.

Since we have assumed localized electron transitions domi-
nate at low excitation energies, we use the forms for the effective
masses of localized electrons (mel) and holes (mhl) given by
Singh for an amorphous semiconductor [26],

mel =
E L

(E c − E ct)b1/3
m0, (4)

mhl =
E L

(Evt − Ev)b1/3
m0. (5)

Here, E c − E ct and Evt − Ev are the width of the conduction
and valence localized states, respectively, b is the fraction of
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atoms contributing to localized states, and E L is a geometric
parameter related to the typical bond length. As atomic dis-
order in the glass increases, progressively more states become
localized [22], so E c − E ct, Evt − Ev , and b all increase. To
incorporate this effect in the β model, we let the parameter
D represent disorder in the glass, encapsulating the numer-
ous structural features of amorphous solids (wrong bonding,
dangling bonds, bond angle and length distortions, etc.) that
lead to electron state localization. Placed in the context of the
widely used Anderson localization model, an increase in D
corresponds to an increase in Anderson’s disorder strength
parameter W [27]. With D defined in this way, we can write
that db

d D ,
d Ec−Ect

d D , d Evt−Ev
d D > 0. It is then straightforward to

calculate that dmel
d D ,

dmhl
d D < 0, while d E g

d D > 0.
Returning to Eq. (1), we consider the effect of disorder on

2PA by taking dβ
d D . Since we are interested in howβ changes with

disorder for a given E/E g , we treat E/E g as fixed, and the form
of dβ

d D depends only on parameters in S2,

dβ
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Evaluating this derivative gives the behavior
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Note for theµl the reduced effective mass, we have
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Inserting this into Eq. (7), we get
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All variables in the coefficients must be positive, as were all
variables left out for simplicity in Eq. (6). Since we determined
above that dmel

d D ,
dmhl
d D < 0 and d E g

d D > 0, we find that all terms

of Eq. (9) are negative except − 2
mel

dmel
d D . Thus, the sign of dβ

d D

depends on the shape of the density of states, which determines
the magnitude of the mel and dmel

d D terms relative to mhl and dmhl
d D

terms.
To compare this model to the experimental results, we revisit

the forms for mel and mhl given in Eqs. (4) and (5). We are able
to find E L for As2S3 in literature [26] and can use our previous
work with pair distribution function analysis to approximate
b as the fraction of As–As “wrong bonds” in the material [13].
This leaves E c − E ct and Evt − Ev . Since these widths are frac-
tions of the total mobility gap, we introduce a parameter f such
that

E c − E ct = f E g , (10)

Evt − Ev = (1− f )E g . (11)
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Fig. 3. 2PA spectra at low excitation energies of (a) as-cast and
(b) annealed As2S3 films processed in PA (blue circles) and EDA (red
triangles). Fits from the model are shown by red long and blue short
dashed lines, using f as a fitting parameter and the same scaling factor
of 6 as in [24].

Inputting this and Eqs. (4) and (5) into Eq. (3) and simplifying,
we get

S2
=

3b1/6

4
√

E L m0

(
f

E g n0

)2

. (12)

We can now use this form of S2 to fit Eq. (1) to our data with f as
the only fitting parameter.

Fit results are shown in Fig. 3 for as-cast and annealed films at
low excitation energies; for both, fPA < fEDA. It has previously
been determined that mh >me in crystalline As2S3, but that
As–As bonds in the glassy state affect electron mobility more
than hole mobility and eventually lead to mh <me [28,29].
Thus, with increasingly disordered bonding, Evt − Ev should
occupy a larger fraction of the mobility gap than E c − E ct,
leading to a smaller f value. This is exactly what we see in our
results—PA samples show more As–As bonding and a smaller
f . Our fit is therefore reasonable, and we can conclude from
the model that a higher prevalence of disordered bonding in
PA films leads to lower 2PA at low excitation energies. We also
note that f for each as-cast film is smaller than for the corre-
sponding annealed film, indicating that some bonding disorder
is removed by annealing.

Brandi and Araújo’s model ceases to apply for excitation ener-
gies closer to E g because optical nonlinearities in this region are
enhanced by exciton effects [24]. Previous studies have observed
that the 2PA coefficient increases with exciton binding energy
(Eb) [30,31], so to approximate the behavior of dβ

d D at high
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energies, we consider d Eb
d D . Singh gives Eb for a singlet Wannier

excitonic state in an amorphous semiconductor [26],

Eb =
0.81CM

n2
, (13)

where CM =
µe 4κ2

2~2ε2 . If we again capture the influence of disorder
in the effective mass term and assert that extended-to-extended
transitions must dominate at high excitation energies, we can
simplify the dependence of Eb on disorder to

d Eb

d D
∼

dµx

d D
. (14)

The effective masses for extended state electrons (mex) and holes
(mhx) corresponding to Eqs. (4) and (5) are [26]

mex =
E L

2(E2 − E c )a1/3
m0, (15)

mhx =
E L

2(Ev − Ev2)a1/3
m0, (16)

where E2 − E c and Ev − Ev2 are the width of the conduction
and valence extended states, respectively, and a is the fraction of
bonds contributing to the extended states. Since increasing dis-
order causes more states localization, we have the opposite case
as before, E2 − E c , Ev − Ev2, and a all decrease with disorder,
giving dmel

d D ,
dmhl
d D > 0. Plugging these into Eq. (8), we get that

dµ
d D > 0, so from Eq. (14), d Eb

d D > 0 as well. This means that the
enhancement of 2PA by exciton effects increases with disorder at
high excitation energies, so we can expect dβ

d D > 0.
Again comparing this result to our experimental data, we see

in Fig. 1 that as the excitation energy approaches the bandgap,
the more disordered PA samples show progressively higher 2PA
coefficients than the EDA samples for as-cast films, consistent
with our expectations from theory. This effect is less clear in
annealed films, likely due to the fact that the nanostructures
that arise in solution are removed by annealing. Our previous
work showed As2S3 takes on a smaller nanostructure in PA than
in EDA that may work in tandem with the disordered atomic
structure to further enhance exciton effects in as-cast films [13].

In summary, we have measured and analyzed the 2PA spectra
from As2S3 ChG films processed in PA and EDA solvents. Our
experimental results from the Z-scan showed energy-dependent
trends between the two systems, which we explained by the
existence of electron localization in amorphous materials. For
low excitation energies, we combined a model used for semicon-
ductor crystals with an effective mass framework appropriate
for glasses to show that increased bonding disorder in the PA
samples led to lower 2PA than in the EDA samples. For high
excitation energies, we showed that this same disorder increased
enhancement of the 2PA by exciton effects, leading to higher
2PA coefficients for PA than EDA in this region. Our results
help illuminate the mechanisms by which solvent engineering
can produce ChGs with desirable properties and present a
highly generalized way to consider the effects of atomic disorder
on nonlinear optical phenomena in amorphous materials.
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